TOP-LINE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. What is TOP-LINE?
TOP-LINE is a transition profile developed by Döllken, that consists of a base section (1) with self
adhesive tape (2) and a cover section (3). It consists of high quality, chlorine free Thermoplastic
with a real, heat resistant aluminium surface. This profile is supplemented by functional accessories
like end caps and corners.

2. Where is TOP-LINE used?
TOP-LINE can be used in all areas where there are surfaces standing at right angles
to each other in order to cover and seal unsightly gaps. At the same time it helps
even out any irregularities. By its well constructed concept and the timeless design
of the profile it can be used in a multitude of ways. As a wall seal for kitchens TOP-LINE
is particularly well suited.

3. How is TOP-LINE used?
•	The profile, which is already clipped together, has to be cut to length (consider measurement reductions for inner edges 90° = 14 mm,
inner edge 135° = 7 mm)

•	Separate cover section from base section
•	With adhesive side in direction of the wall lay the base section on the work surface (The surface where the self adhesive tape will go has to be
firm, dry and grease free)

•	Remove ca. 50 cm of the protective foil and press the base section against the back wall
•	Remove the protective foil entirely bit by bit but pay attention so that no more is removed than can be successfully affixed at any time
•	Attach the equivalent accessory to the cover section and clip that onto the base section
Directions:
Please be gentle in the assembling process. Once the self adhesive tape is attached it cannot be removed without partially or totally destroying it. If
in a particular case attachment is only possible by drilling it is necessary to pre-drill the profile in order to avoid breaking the material.

4. What accessories are available for TOP-LINE?
The accessories can be used in many ways. To finish off the ends there are end caps (4) for use on both the left and right sides. The external corner
(5) can be used vertical and horizontally. The 90° internal corner (6) can also be installed vertically and horizontally. With any horizontal use it is
possible to use the top of the internal corner of TOP-LINE vertically, however here it is necessary to make a clean cut. Of course a 135° internal
corner is part of our assortment as well.
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